
Introduction

Although homework is not a legal requirement in primary school, Barnston Primary School supports
the concept of homework as it develops the close, supportive relationships between home and
school. It enables parents to form a view as to how their children approach work, at what rate they
complete tasks and which tasks their children find easy or daunting. The concept of homework can
also develop a work ethic in the child, fostering research and independent learning which will
prepare them for their future education in High School (Key Stage 3). It is particularly important
that Y5/6 parents see the benefits of independent topic research over a half term or term.

Homework set will cover a variety of curriculum subject matter undertaken within the classroom
and will act as reinforcement or enrichment. Homework will vary in length and expectation
according to age and ability of the children and will follow the pattern laid out below. Obviously,
this is at the teacher’s discretion and some weeks e.g. during parent’s evening week, or the last
week of a term, or if a teacher has had more responsibilities that week by organising extra events
or evenings etc. there may not be any homework and it is the teacher’s right to make this decision.

Reception – F2

Homework will reinforce the foundation stage curriculum and children will work as and when
appropriate on the following:

• Letter formation and letter recognition
• Initial sounds of words
• Reading book highlighted key words throughout the year
• Number recognition
• Counting activities-addition / subtraction

Lower Primary -Year 1/ 2 (Key Stage 1)

Homework will support the national curriculum, NLS (literacy strategy) and NNS (Numeracy
framework) followed within the classroom.

• Both year groups reading to an adult each evening 15/20 mins. Dialogue book recording short
comments re pupil progress in reading, response to content of a book, enjoyment, problems etc.
or a smiley face if no comment needed.
• Year 1 - Autumn term - reinforcement of key words for those children yet to assimilate.
• Year 1 - Autumn term - pupils will take home 5 spellings from NLS fitting a specific pattern. One
spelling to be written into a sentence to demonstrate comprehension.
• Year 1 - Maths games and activities to reinforce the NNS framework and demonstrate strategies
for parental appreciation when appropriate, starting in the Spring term (sheet or My Maths on the
computer).
• Year 2 - Ten spellings following a phonic pattern from the NLS strategy. At least five spellings
to be written into sentences to develop vocabulary, comprehension and to practice handwriting skills.
• Year 2 - Maths games and activities to reinforce the NNS framework and familiarise parents with
mathematical strategies in use in the classroom, as and when the teachers deem this necessary
(sheet or My Maths on the computer).
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Middle Primary - Year 3/4 (Key Stage 2)

Children have homework that reinforces, consolidates and helps to extend work in NLS/NNS and
the National Curriculum, covered in lessons.

• Both year groups reading to an adult each night for at least 20 mins. (parent support to test the
child’s comprehension, not just their ability to read encouraged).
• Reading dialogue to be completed with short comments or a smiley face if no comment needed.
10 spellings based upon either the NLS strategy or NNS framework (i.e. mathematical vocabulary)
or current topic work. All spellings to be written into sentences to aid vocabulary (comprehension
and extension).
• One English task per week for reinforcement of class work.
• Maths reinforcement differentiated for ability, one task per week from:- mathematical language
reinforcement/.tables/measurement facts/ exploration and extension of mathematical strategies or
problem solving activities to support application (sheet or My Maths on the computer).

Upper Primary - Year 5/6 (Key Stage 2)

Children have diaries with which to organised their work. These provide a dialogue between parents
and school. Parents and class teachers sign the diary each week. Homework is sourced from the
National Numeracy strategy, Literacy Strategy, National Curriculum, topic themes and enables
individual reinforcement and extension.

• Reading, not only from reading scheme texts but from sources such as own reading books at
home, newspaper articles, magazines, comics, computers, Library books, Newsround etc.
• Children will keep a folder in school and recommend books they have read to other pupils via
their ‘recommended read’ sheets.
• Weekly spellings (15 or 20) based upon a spelling rule, pattern, topic or specific vocabulary
requiring reinforcement (Sent out on a Friday for testing on the following Friday). Children do not
put these in sentences as the majority are working at a higher level - those who
struggle with spellings will be putting them into sentences in school in small spelling
groups supported by a TA.
• Topic-themed project work – linked with work covered in school, encouraging individual
research and investigation or tasks linked to NLS. (Guidelines are issued to parents to assist in the
development of pupil self- motivation and independent learning in each topic) Children draw on
parents and other adults, DVD’s, books, the Internet, library sources, visits etc.
• Handwriting for those needed reinforcement only.
• Maths to support, reinforce and provide extension work (photocopied masters or My Maths on
the computer), as and when appropriate.
• Tables and mental maths problems, as and when appropriate.
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